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Abstract
The progressive may be described as a periphrastic 
construction (auxiliary + non-finite verb; for instance, in 
English: be + V-ing) which denotes an ongoing situation 
at a given time, be it an instant or an interval. This gener- 
al picture, however, has faced two descriptive challeng- 
es: (i) those same forms may also appear associated 
with other temporal readings; (ii) the progressive mean- 
ing may also be obtained through other grammatical 
forms. The current paper approaches these apparent 
mismatches from the perspective of two varieties of 
Capeverdean, whose arrangements between forms 
and meanings of the progressive may provide a crucial 
insight to this cross-linguistic puzzle. The description 
and discussion of novel data support the two steps in a 
brand-new proposal for this Portuguese-based Creole: 
(a) the superficially different morphemes that mark the 
progressive have a unique diachronic path, involving 
the preverbal marker ta and a complete progressive 
cycle; (b) if we frame the temporal meaning of the pro-
gressive somewhat differently, considering the exist- 
ence, under specific pragmatic conditions, of a precur-
sory stage, at least one of the mentioned mismatches 
will be resolved. An additional contribution of the cur-
rent discussion concerns the expression of time refer- 
ence in natural language, namely that past, present or fu-
ture meanings do not necessarily depend on dedicated 
tense morphemes.
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Resumo
O progresivo pode ser descrito como unha forma pe-
rifrástica (auxiliar + verbo non finito; por exemplo en 
inglés: be + V-ing) que denota unha situación en des-
envolvemento nun tempo determinado, sexa este 
un instante ou un intervalo. Esta idea xeral, con todo, 
enfróntase con dous desafíos descritivos: (i) esas mes-
mas formas poden xurdir asociadas a outras lecturas 
temporais; (ii) a interpretación progresivo pode tamén 
obterse a través doutras formas gramaticais. O presente 
artigo aborda estes aparentes desencontros partindo 
da perspectiva de dúas variedades do caboverdiano, 
cuxas combinacións entre formas e significados do pro-
gresivo poden achegar unha contribución crucial para a 
resolución deste crebacabezas lingüístico. A descrición 
e a discusión de novos datos apoian os dous pasos 
que constitúen, para esta lingua crioula de base lexical 
portuguesa, unha proposta completamente nova: (a) 
os morfemas superficialmente diferentes que marcan 
o progresivo resultan dun único percorrido diacróni-
co, implicando o marcador preverbal ta e un ciclo do 
progresivo completo; (b) se encadramos a lectura tem-
poral do progresivo de forma lixeiramente diferente, 
considerando a existencia, en condicións pragmáticas 
específicas, dun estadio precursor, polo menos un dos 
desencontros arriba referidos queda resolto. Unha con-
tribución adicional da presente discusión relaciónase 
coa expresión da referencia temporal nas linguas natu-
rais, máis concretamente co feito de as lecturas de pasa-
do, presente e futuro non dependeren necesariamente 
de morfemas que comporten eses valores específicos. 
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”I wonder if you have ever thought about this? Here we are – right now. This very minute. Now.
But while we’re talking right now, this minute is passing. And it will never come again.
Never in all the world. When it is gone, it is gone. No power on earth could bring it back again.”
Frankie (also known to herself as F. Jasmine),
in The Member of the Wedding, a novel by Carson McCullers (1946).
1. IntroductIon
The way we express the passage of time in natural language is one of the most exciting topics 
in linguistics. The study partly sketched in this paper is grounded on the working definition of 
time as “an overall structure of events that has an arrow or directionality due to later states of the 
universe being produced from the earlier states”1, and the specific linguistic phenomenon under 
examination is the form and meaning of the progressive in Capeverdean, a Portuguese-based 
Creole.
A description of the progressive in a given language must account for two levels of analysis: 
(i) the grammatical form that typically occurs in progressive environments (denoting an event 
that is ongoing at a given time, with readings that may be focalized or durative, in the words of 
Bertinetto 20002); (ii) two types of less typical relations: (a) when this progressive form denotes 
other, apparently non-progressive, meanings; (b) when different morphological markings also 
convey a progressive interpretation. In English, for instance, the periphrastic form be + V-ing is 
typically associated with the progressive, as in ‘I was reading a book when you arrived’ (focalized) 
or ‘I was reading a book while you were making dinner’ (durative). But it may also be used in some 
future interpretations, as in ‘I’m leaving’. At least in Spanish, on the other hand, the past progres-
sive may also be expressed by the imperfecto, as in Íbamos a la playa cuando nos encontramos 
con Miguel ‘We were going to the beach when we ran into Miguel’ (Cipria / Roberts 2000: 300)3.
In Capeverdean, there are some interesting mismatches of this sort that, as many linguistic 
phenomena in the language, have never been formally studied. In (1) we have sentences from 
the variety spoken in Santiago to illustrate this: (1a) presents a progressive grammatical form 
with what I call here a typical progressive reading – there is an ongoing dynamic situation at a 
given time; in (1b) we have a progressive grammatical form with a possible temporal reading (fu-
ture) that, at least apparently, is not part of a typical progressive meaning; and (1c) shows a pro-
gressive reading for an embedded clause with the morphological form also used in habituals4.
(1) a. N  sata  skrebe  karta5.
  1sg  prog  write  letter
  ‘I am writing a letter.’
   
1 http://www.iep.utm.edu/time/
2 A focalized interpretation occurs when the event is presented as ongoing at a particular instant, either the Time of Utter-
ance or another instant defined by the context, as in ‘John was sleeping when I arrived’. A durative interpretation occurs 
when “the event is presented as ongoing during a stretch of time of definite duration” (Bertinetto 2000: 7). This durative 
interpretation often involves durational modifiers of the type ‘for X time’ or ‘all day/morning/etc.’, or temporal clauses like 
‘while X’, in sentences similar to ‘John was reading for two hours/all afternoon/while I watched the movie’. 
3 One reviewer correctly points out that a similar use of the imperfeito may also be found in European Portuguese: O João 
almoçava quando tocou o telephone ‘João was having his lunch when the phone rang’.
4 Note that I do not illustrate here the combination of a habitual morpheme with a progressive reading in a root clause 
because such phenomenon is still to be found in the data that I have gathered so far. There are examples of this in Swolkien 
(2014: 196, for the São Vicente variety) for the allomorph te, but in fact there are doubts about the real morpheme at stake 
there (see her note 16, on the same page). Hence, this possibility still needs to be carefully checked. For the current purposes 
it is sufficient to have some other, confirmed examples of what seems now a general imperfective morpheme in a progres-
sive reading, in this case in an embedded clause.
5 List of abbreviations: 1sg/1pl: first person singular/plural, etc.; comp: complementizer; part: participle; prog: progressive; ba: 
postverbal morpheme in Santiago; ta: preverbal morpheme with a mood function associated with all time references in 
Santiago; ta/te: preverbal morpheme with a modal function associated with some constructions with a non-past time refer-
ence in São Vicente; tava/tá: preverbal morpheme with a modal function associated with past time reference in São Vicente.
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 b. Sata txobi  oxi.
  prog rain  today
  ‘It is raining today.’ [also meaning now]. Or ‘It is raining [later] today.’
 c.  N  odja  Maria  ta  badja.
  1sg  see  Maria  ta  dance
  ‘I saw Maria dancing.’
This paper aims to provide a description of this and other Capeverdean phenomena involv-
ing the progressive, including novel data from the varieties spoken in Santiago and São Vicente. 
These facts observed in the language will then be discussed under a generative approach, by 
means of theoretical tools provided in the relevant literature on tense, aspect and mood, and 
focusing, for now, on the morphological forms and their relations with the temporal meaning of 
each sentence. The detailed syntactic analysis of these constructions, as well as a theoretical pro-
posal regarding syntactic variation in the language, will be left for future works, given its com-
plexity and the need to study more linguistic contexts, a wider list of grammatical properties 
(features regarding Case, for instance) and the sociolinguistic distribution of the different forms.
The remaining subsections in this introduction present some relevant grounds for this line 
of research. 
1.1. On linguistic variation in Cabo Verde
The archipelago of Cabo Verde, off the west coast of Senegal, was a Portuguese colony until 1975. 
Portuguese is still, in practice, the only official language in the country, the Republic of Cabo 
Verde, but Capeverdean is the mother tongue of its half a million inhabitants and of virtually all 
the estimated one million Cape Verdeans in the diaspora. The substrate (African) languages of this 
Portuguese-based Creole are mainly from the Mande and Atlantic families, spoken by the slaves 
from the Guinea Rivers that were taken to Santiago Island in the 15th century (Carreira 1982).
Santiago, together with its neighbouring islands in the southern part of the archipelago 
(Maio, Brava and Fogo), is associated with the “Sotavento varieties” of the language. The capital 
city of Santiago is Praia, also the capital of the country. The northern group of islands (São Vi-
cente, Santo Antão, São Nicolau, Boavista and Sal) is associated with the “Barlavento varieties”. 
São Vicente, whose capital is Mindelo, was one of the last to be populated – only in the be-
ginning of 19th century have the first communities been settled there (see Swolkien 2014 and 
references therein). Despite this, the intense commercial activities of its large harbour converted 
the island into the most central of its group, and it is now the second in population in the whole 
country, after Santiago. Therefore, even though its own language variety is the youngest, hav-
ing received influences from several others and from the contact with foreign languages such 
as English, as well as modern European and Brazilian Portuguese, it is often the one instantly 
considered when the Barlavento varieties are referred to.
Capeverdean, in any of its varieties, is still not constrained by any rules of standardization 
nor by the formal instruction, at school, of the particularities of its grammar. It exhibits a wide 
range of variation phenomena, and possibly of continuous diachronic change, most of which 
have never been extensively described. This variation is frequently acknowledged in a general 
way (some speakers from São Vicente, for instance, occasionally observe that they “do not un-
derstand a word” when they listen to the Santiago variety), and there are popular examples of 
lexical differences, and of diverse “ways of pronouncing” some words. That lack of intelligibility 
between varieties, however, has never been verified under controlled circumstances. As for the 
variation in some structures, there are some studies that, although focused on one of the varie-
ties, use some data from the others to compare specific morphological features (e.g. Silva 1985, 
1990, Suzuki 1994, Veiga 1995, Baptista 2002, Swolkien 2014, among others). Nevertheless, as 
was just referred, most singularities of this linguistic variation are still undocumented, let alone 
analysed under a formal approach. 
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1.2. Methodology
Many of the sentences for the comparative discussion assumed in this paper have never been 
published before, and in this case there is, obviously, no previous reference to include here. Their 
gathering in Cabo Verde, during semi-informal interviews and in elicitation sessions, is of my 
entire responsibility.
Others have been previously published, by other scholars or by myself, and this is locally 
identified. Among the latter, some have been gathered and transcribed, under my supervision, 
by Helderyse Rendall, in the period 2011-2013.
The current paper does not have a sociolinguistic approach and, as such, there has been 
here no specific concern with the statistic representation of the community. This is rather an 
exploratory study of the progressive in the two varieties of the language based on previous de-
scriptions and on recent informal work with Capeverdean consultants, for which the following 
steps have taken place:
  
i. an apparent instance of a progressive construction was detected when dealing with 
Capeverdean sentences, either by reading some earlier descriptions of the language 
or by listening to more recent semi-informal interviews with Capeverdean speakers, in 
which they narrate some experience of their past or tell the details about some place or 
story they know (note that these semi-informal interviews will be part of a large corpus 
of oral data, but this is still under construction; this means that no specific corpus linguis-
tics procedures have been involved so far);
ii. in all possible cases, this meaning was later confirmed, preferably with the same speakers 
that produced the sentence before, using an elicitation phase where a context is given so 
that the target sentence, if produced again, clearly points to a progressive reading; this is 
where some of the tools pointed out in Matthewson (2004) have been quite useful – the 
author even goes to the point of defending that information about meaning cannot be 
gathered from spontaneous discourse alone, elicitation being an indispensable tool; I am 
still not so sure about this radical view, but in a future paper about fieldwork in Cabo Verde, 
these different steps and techniques to gather information will be described in detail;
iii. when this confirmation was not possible (in the case of data gathered by other research-
ers, or in the case where this construction has become a point of interest only when the 
speaker is no longer available), the conversation context is defined, so that the intended 
meaning becomes clearer.
As for the orthography, I basically follow the ALUPEC (Alfabeto Unificado para a Escrita do 
Cabo-verdiano, approved in 1998 and officially published in 2009, which is about to change to 
the simpler form, still in Portuguese, Alfabeto Cabo-verdiano), with the subsequent modifica-
tions from the local six-day discussion by a group of guest specialists in December 2008. Adap-
tations have been made in some words to both respect the phonology of the variety in question 
and attempt a degree of uniformization in the written language for the current purposes. This 
has, therefore, been an option for this study only, and different editions may occur in future 
transcripts, after other factors have been considered.     
1.3. One note about diachrony
In Portuguese, the European lexifier of this Atlantic creole language, there are two typical per-
iphrastic forms for the progressive, associated with different dialectal varieties: estar + a + in-
finitive, and estar + gerund. In the 15th century, when the Santiago Island was first populated, 
both forms existed, but the latter, with the gerund, was dominant. Only much later would the 
prevalence of the former in the northern and centre-coastal areas of Portugal, and its connec-
tion with the standard language, be a feature of European Portuguese. In the meantime, the 
periphrasis with the gerund has been preserved in Brazilian Portuguese, where it is the com-
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mon form to express the progressive, and also in some southern European Portuguese dialects 
(Martins 2016: 21).
This note is important since the Capeverdean morphological forms of the progressive might 
seem derived from the Portuguese estar + a + infinitive. Although this is the non-dominant expres-
sion in the relevant period, it might be the case that the Portuguese people who had a part in the 
genesis of this Creole used this less common form. But this still needs to be confirmed through 
a detailed sociohistorical description and, therefore, any details about the transition from Portu-
guese to the progressive forms in the language (discussion in section 4) concern the association 
with the Portuguese estar, in particular its reduced form for the present tense, third person singu-
lar – tá; it does not involve the non-finite form that followed (gerund or a + infinitive).
1.4. Organization of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the grounds for the new data and dis-
cussion, including a list of the relevant morphemes in both varieties and the current adaptation 
of a previous proposal for the expression of time reference in Santiago. Section 3 organizes a 
list of relevant data regarding progressive morphology and progressive readings. In section 4, 
we have the detailed discussion of a brand-new unified proposal for Capeverdean progressives, 
which also includes a more complete approach to the construction of temporal meaning in the 
language. Finally, section 5 lists the main conclusions of this study and also some questions that 
remain open, which will guide some future developments.
2. the basIcs
This section includes the preliminary details behind the main discussion in this paper. In 2.1, we 
have a summary regarding the previous analysis of temporal interpretation in the Santiago va-
riety that is the anchor of the current advances and proposals. In 2.2, the temporal morphemes 
at stake for both varieties are presented.
2.1. The progressive as opposed to the perfect
Previous descriptions of data from the variety of Santiago point to the fact that the salient oppo-
sition regarding grammatical aspect in that variety is between the progressive and the perfect, 
rather than between the imperfective and the perfective. This was proposed in Pratas (2010, 
2012a, 2014) and is also assumed here, with some relevant adaptations. In most cases, these 
progressive and perfect values are not obtained through a structure that includes an auxiliary 
verb, such as happens in English (be+V-ing for the progressive, have+participle for the perfect) and 
many other languages – “perfects and progressives are overwhelmingly periphrastic” (Dahl / 
Velupillai 2005: 2); see also Bertinetto et al. (2000) for an overview of the progressive in European 
languages. What we have here is rather a progressive bound morpheme, which is in comple-
mentary distribution with a zero-morpheme conveying a perfect interpretation6.
The progressive and the perfect are here seen as semantically complex categories which 
involve certain temporal characteristics (Smith 1991). Moreover, the following notions from the 
literature (Reichenbach 1947, Demirdache / Uribe-Etxebarria 2000, Klein 1994, among others) 
are considered in this analysis. Three different Times are relevant to the construction of tempo-
6 An anonymous reviewer asks whether these really “are perfect constructions or simply past terminative ones, like the Eu-
ropean Portuguese Pretérito Perfeito”. My point is precisely that we have two different features – a past time and a perfective 
aspect (or, more specifically, a terminative feature with atelic predicates and a completive feature with telic predicates; see 
Pratas 2010) – that are captured by the null perfect analysis. We cannot say that the bare verb forms are inherently marked 
for past, or for perfective (or terminative), since if it were the case, we would have to postulate that the addition of the overt 
morpheme sata somehow cancelled both this aspect meaning and the past interpretation (the reading obtained is present 
progressive, and it needs the postverbal -ba to convey past progressive). The null perfect morpheme, on the other hand, 
accounts for: (i) all these distinctions, since it is in complementary distribution with the progressive, and (ii) the past perfect 
readings, which occur when we have both ø and postverbal -ba.
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ral reference. These were labelled in Reichenbach (1947) as: (i) Speech Time (S); (ii) Event Time 
(E); and (iii) Reference Time (R). The proposal in Klein (1994) presents a new distinction, the one 
between past perfective and past imperfective, and, in his model, the relevant three times are: 
(i) Time of Utterance (TU), (ii) Situation Time (T-Sit), and (iii) Topic Time (TT) (see also Stowell 
2014 for a discussion of this terminology). The ordering of TU regarding TT (this mediating time 
is defined by Klein as the time span about which an assertion is made) corresponds to (a) a past, 
(b) a present or (c) a future time reference, and the ordering of T-Sit regarding TT is one of (a) sub-
sequence, (b) inclusion/coincidence or (c) precedence7. It is this inclusion or coincidence relation 
that corresponds to the past imperfective/perfective distinction: TU is after TT in both (thus we 
have a past time reference), but in the former TT is within T-Sit, whereas in the latter TT is at T-Sit. 
Although the terminology adopted here is the one in Klein (1994 and subsequent work), that 
distinction is not decisive for the current purposes, since, as said above, and as will become evi-
dent in the following sections, the salient opposition in Capeverdean is between the progressive 
and the perfect rather than between the imperfective and the perfective. Therefore, the three 
relations between T-Sit and TT mentioned above correspond, respectively, to (a) a prospective 
aspect, (b) the progressive or (c) the perfect.
The perfect reading at stake in this analysis considers two different states resulting from the 
past situation which still hold at TT:
i. one of these states may be called, in a sense, resultant state, which is “an abstract state 
of the event’s ‘having occurred’” (Portner 2011: 1230); to put this more precisely, we may 
say that we have a “post-time of the situation described by the predicate”, as in Klein 
(2014: 962); in Capeverdean, this is what we get with all dynamic predicates and with 
some types of statives (including all instances of kridita ‘believe’ or gosta ‘like’); note that, 
according to the predicate in question, the resultant state / post-time of the situations 
described by the predicates has different implications regarding the current state of af-
fairs, which does not interfere with the temporal reading of the situation: T-Sit is prior 
to TT, which coincides with TU; moreover, for reasons related to their inherent stativity, 
predicates like kridita na Dios ‘believe in God’ are compatible with this perfect reading – 
in their bare forms, they denote a situation prior to TT –, but are not compatible with the 
progressive, which is in compliance with a cross-linguistic restriction about true statives; 
in the same vein, and quite naturally, the morphology that has a habitual value with 
dynamic predicates assures, with these statives, a general imperfective value;
ii. a result state, which is part of the situation structure (Moens / Steedman 1988; Smith 
1991); this is what we get with some other statives, like sta duenti ‘be sick’ (stage-level), 
e altu ‘be tall’ (individual-level), some instances of modals like pode ‘can’ or debe ‘must’8, 
7 Klein later raises important questions about the notion of Time of Utterance (e.g. the speech event itself takes time; so, 
what slice of it are we considering here?) and suggests that “it should be replaced by the more general notion of clause-exter-
nal temporal structure, to which situations described by a sentence can be linked” (Klein 2009: 10). Given the current proposal 
on the construction of temporal reference in Capeverdean, and the intended contribution to a deeper understanding of 
temporal reference construction in natural language, these questions soon need to be addressed in future works. The pres-
ent paper still uses, however, a simple definition for Time of Utterance, without any further complications about its duration 
or internal structure: it means ‘now’ and is the deictic temporal anchor of root clauses.
8 The modal pode (at least) shows distinct requirements regarding temporal morphology according to its meaning (I thank 
Dominika Swolkien, p.c., for calling my attention to this in the variety of São Vicente; in fact, it is true for both varieties; see 
Brüser / Santos 2012 for sentences from Santiago): in the ‘have permission’ meaning, its bare form means present; in the 
‘capacity/ability’ meaning, the present requires preverbal ta. This distinction is also active in the past: in the ‘have permis-
sion’ meaning, in Santiago we have podeba, in São Vicente we have pudia, a suppletive form from the Portuguese past 
imperfective podia; in the ‘capacity/ability’ meaning we have the morphemes associated with past habituals in each variety, 
ta podeba in Santiago and tava pode in São Vicente. Two extra notes are needed here: (i) it is common in São Vicente to have 
suppletive forms for stative verbs in past interpretations; in Santiago, by contrast, the morpheme -ba is operative with both 
stative and dynamic predicates, although there are some suppletive forms for past statives too; with some states like sabe 
‘know’, the association V-ba is indirectly related to the past perfect, in the same vein that the bare form is associated with the 
present perfect: its temporal reading is anchored on the result state of a prior event that is part of its internal structure; the 
imperfective value that we also get is, naturally, inherent to the state, and has nothing to do with -ba; (ii) this distinction is 
important for the cross-linguistic treatment of the various meanings of pode 'can', with the ‘have permission’ meaning being 
more clearly a stative and the ‘capacity/ability’ meaning behaving more like a dynamic predicate.
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and some instances of sabe ‘know’9. In this case, we have the intuition about a past re-
sultative event of the type ‘get sick’, ‘get tall’, ‘get permission’, ‘get to know’, the temporal 
reading being directly anchored on the current result state (TT coincides with TU and is 
within the T-Sit); the impossible combination of these predicates with the progressive 
nicely follows from this description of the situation interpreted as a result state (as said 
above, states are not compatible with the progressive).
Regarding the variety spoken in the inland of Santiago Island, we obtain the following tem-
poral orderings for all dynamic predicates in root clauses, as mentioned above:
Aspect:
a. the bare verb form means that T-Sit precedes TT – we get a perfect reading;
b. a progressive morpheme means that T-Sit includes/coincides with TT.
Time reference:
c. when something in the context (linguistic or not) orders TU after TT, which is generally 
visible through the suffix -ba, we have past perfect and past progressive readings, re-
spectively;
d. in the absence of that information, the coincidence between TU and TT is assumed 
through a pragmatic inference, thus corresponding to a present perfect and a present 
progressive10.
This is more evident in Table 1.
temporal ordering temporal ordering temporal reference
bare verb (null per-
fect morpheme) T-Sit precedes TT
TU and TT coincide Present Perfect
TU is after TT Past Perfect
progressive mor-
phology
T-Sit includes /coincides 
with TT
TU and TT coincide Present progressive
TU is after TT Past progressive
Table 1. Temporal relations established by the perfect and the progressive
Two additional notes are convenient at this point. One is that, unlike the English perfect, 
the perfect readings in Capeverdean described in (a) are not incompatible with adverbials like 
‘yesterday’. The other is that, as said above, in (i) (on page 108), the few statives included in the 
description in (a) are incompatible with the progressive strictly for semantic reasons that have 
been described cross-linguistically for many statives, which is slightly different from the one 
described above for the derived states in (ii) (on pages 108-109).
In the next section, I will describe several progressive contexts in the language.
2.2. The relevant temporal morphemes in both varieties
This section has the only function of listing and illustrating the temporal morphemes in both 
varieties under study, spoken in Santiago and in São Vicente.
•	 Santiago morphemes
a. preverbal ta  – used in past and non-past habituals, 
    attitudinals, generics, futures 
b.  preverbal sata   – used in progressive constructions
9 Depending on other elements in the sentence, the meaning of sabe may correspond to ‘know’ (state) or ‘get to know’ (dy-
namic situation). The proposal here is that, in the case of the former meaning, we have a complex situation structure which 
includes a past event, ‘got to know’, plus its result state, where the temporal reading is anchored.  
10 Note that this is different from saying that present time reference is an absolute tense and all others are relative tenses 
(‘relative’ and ‘absolute’ here used as defined in Comrie 1985, Smith 2007, among others).
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c. zero/null (ø)  – gives the bare form of some predicates what
    seems a past reading
d. postverbal -ba  – combines with the above morphemes in 
    different readings
Some of these readings for the variety spoken in Santiago are illustrated in the examples 
below, adapted from Pratas (2014: 839-840).
(2) ta V
 [present attitudinal / habitual / future]
 N  ta  kume  pexe (tudu dia)  / (na  djanta). 
  1sg    ta  eat  fish   (every day) / (prep  dinner)
    ‘I am a fish eater.’ / ‘I eat fish (every day).’ / ‘I will eat fisher at dinner.’
(3) sata V
 [present progressive]
 N  sata  kume  pexe.      
 1sg  prog  eat  fish
 ‘I am eating (the) fish.’
(4) ø V
 [present perfect]
 N  kume  pexe  na djanta.      
 1sg     ø  eat  fish prep dinner
 ‘I have eaten (the) fish at dinner.’
(5) ø V-ba
 [past perfect]
  N kumeba  pexe  na    djanta  antis    di  N    ba  deta.   
 1sg     ø  eat:ba fish  prep  dinner  before of  1sg  go  lie.down
 ‘I had eaten fish at dinner before I went to bed.’
(6) ta V-ba
 a.  [past: attitudinal / habitual]
  N     ta  kumeba  pexe  (tudu  dia).    
  1sg  ta eat:ba  fish  (every  day)
      ‘In the old days, I was a fish eater.’ / 
  ‘In the old days, I used to eat fish (every day).’
 b.  [conditional / future of past]
  (Si N podeba) / (Dia siginti),      N       ta    kumeba pexe   na      djanta.  
      (if 1sg can:ba) / (day following,) 1sg    ta     eat:ba       fish     prep    dinner
      ‘(If I could,) / (The next day,) I would eat fish at dinner.’
(7) sata V-ba
 [past progressive]
 Kelora  N  ka  bai  pamodi  N  sata  kumeba.   
 that.time 1sg  neg go   because 1sg  prog  eat:ba
 ‘At that time I haven't left because I was eating.’
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•	 São Vicente morphemes (adapted from Swolkien 2014)
 a.  preverbal ta or te  – used in non-past habituals, attitudinals, 
     generics, futures 
 b.  preverbal tita or tite – used in non-past progressive constructions
 c. zero/null (ø)  – gives the bare form of some predicates what 
     seems a past reading
 d. preverbal tava or tá – used in habituals in the past, and also in others 
     with different readings
 e. preverbal tava or tá 
  combined with ta or te  – used in progressives in the past
Note: as is pointed out in Swolkien (2014), there is a phonological distinction between ta [tɐ] 
and tá [ta] – the latter is here signalled with an accent.
Some of these readings are illustrated in the examples below, adapted from Swolkien (2014).
(8) ta / te V  (Swolkien 2014: 193)
 a. No  ta  falá  más  e  kriol. [present habitual]
  1pl  ta  speak  more  foc  Creole
  ‘What we speak more is Creole.’
 b. Pex  te  nadá  na  ága.  [present generic]
  fish  te  swim  prep  water
  ‘Fish swim in water.’
(9) tita / tite V  (Swolkien 2014: 173)
 Txuva  tita  dá.    [present progressive]
 rain  prog give
 ‘It is raining.’
(10) ø V  (Swolkien 2014: 173)
 Txuvê   mut.    [present perfect]
  rain  ø  a.lot
 ‘It has rained a lot.’
(11) tava / tá V  (Swolkien 2014: 132)
 Es  tava  ba  bská  kmida […]. [past habitual / conditional]
 3pl  tava  go  bring  food
 ‘They used to go and bring food.’ / ‘They would go and bring food.’
(12) tava/tá + ta/te V   (Swolkien 2014: 205)     
 PAIGC  tava  te  governá  pais […].  [past progressive]
 PAIGC  tava  te rule country
 ‘[at that time] PAIGC was ruling the country.’
In São Vicente, a past perfect sentence with a value correspondent to what we have in (5), 
for Santiago, is built with a suppletive form of the Portuguese ‘had’, tinha, plus a past participle, 
as in (13):
(13) tinha + past participle (Swolkien 2014: 169)
 Já-l   tinha  bind  di  San Tomé […].
 already-3sg  had come from San Tomé
 ‘He had already come back from San Tomé […].’
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There are a few periphrastic forms expressing various temporal values which involve some 
auxiliaries, sometimes modified by the above bound morphemes. In the urban areas of San-
tiago, this is the case with the progressive form sta + ta + V. We know that sta is an auxiliary 
because, besides behaving as a copula in other contexts (which is a common feature among 
auxiliaries), in progressive contexts in the past it also hosts the affix -ba. This variant of the pro-
gressive will be included in the following sections. In São Vicente, there is also a periphrastic 
form for the progressive, but it is confined to the mood/aspect combinations that we will see 
in subsection 4.2.
3. ProgressIve morPhology and ProgressIve readIngs
As was mentioned earlier, typical progressive markers and progressive readings do not always 
coincide. On the one hand, progressive markers may appear in sentences with other tempo-
ral meanings. In English, for instance, a construction of the type be +V-ing is admitted in future 
interpretations, as in ‘I’m leaving (tomorrow)’11. On the other hand, progressive readings may 
arise from other morphological combinations. This is the case in Spanish, where we may have 
an imperfecto construction with a past progressive meaning, as in Íbamos a la playa cuando nos 
encontramos con Miguel ‘We were going to the beach when we ran into Miguel’ (Cipria / Roberts 
2000: 300). Some types of apparent mismatches are also attested in Capeverdean, and this sec-
tion presents examples of these from both linguistic varieties under analysis here. Before that, in 
3.1, we have sentences with progressive morphology and typical progressive interpretations, in 
the present and in the past12. Then, in 3.2, we have sentences with progressive morphology and 
possibly an apparent non-progressive reading, and also progressive readings in the absence of 
progressive morphology; finally, in 3.3, a puzzling case from São Vicente is added, although it 
will be left for future analysis.
3.1. Progressive morphology with a typical progressive reading
This subsection describes sentences from the Capeverdean varieties of Santiago and São Vi-
cente where a coincidence exists between the morphological markings for progressive and typ-
ical progressive readings, as was briefly illustrated in (1a). Note that, for Santiago, we have two 
distinct ways of marking the progressive morphologically13.
In some cases, a context of the sentence is provided, so that we may have less doubts, if any, 
about the meaning of what is being said.
3.1.1. The Santiago variety
In Santiago there are two equivalent strategies to mark the progressive morphologically in 
root clauses – a progressive morpheme and a periphrastic construction. There are variants/al-
lomorphs of the progressive morpheme in some inland villages of the island, as is briefly men-
tioned in subsection 4.2, but they are not illustrated in this paper.
11 I refer the reader to Kranich (2010) for a detailed discussion of Comrie (1976, 1985), Dahl (1985, 2000), and Ljung (1980), 
among many others, on the English be + V-ing construction in general, and more specifically on how it “is used in a greater 
variety of contexts than is typical of a progressive marker” (Kranich 2010: 33). The reader may also want to see Portner (2011) 
for an overview of various analyses of the English perfect and progressive, and also Ramchand (2018).
12 Note that only a focalized interpretation, where the event is presented as ongoing at a particular instant, is represented 
in all these examples. The durative interpretation, which, as said earlier, occurs when “the event is presented as ongoing 
during a stretch of time of definite duration” (Bertinetto 2000: 7), still needs to be carefully tested. This will be crucial to help 
define, in future works, the different relations of inclusion / coincidence between the Topic Time and the Situation Time.
13 Note again that, in São Vicente, there is also a periphrastic version for the progressive, but it is only required in very specific 
contexts, which are illustrated in subsection 4.2.
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•	 Progressive morpheme in a present sentence.
Context: a mother asks her child, with an expression of disapproval:
(14) Miriam,  bu  sata  kume  bolu  antis  di djanta?
 Miriam,  2sg prog  eat  cake  before  of dinner
 ‘Miriam, are you eating cake before dinner?’
•	 Progressive morpheme in a past sentence.
(15) Kantu bu  txiga  N  sata  kumeba  banana.
 when  2sg  arrive  1sg  prog  eat:ba  banana
 ‘When you arrived, I was eating a banana.’
•	 Periphrastic construction in a present sentence.
Context: Rui is waiting for Djon, and, since he does not know why Djon is taking so long, he asks 
Maria, who replies:
(16) Djon  sta  ta  nxina  Maria  badja  funana.
 Djon  aux  ta  teach  Maria  dance  funana
 ‘Djon is teaching Maria [how to] dance funana.’
•	 Periphrastic construction in a past sentence.
(17) N  purgunta,   pamodi      e  staba  ta      dura  ku  ben.
 1sg  ask      because     3sg  aux:ba  ta       take.long  with  come
 ‘I asked, because he was taking a long time to come.’
3.1.2. The São Vicente variety
In this variety there is one typical strategy for marking the progressive – preverbal morphemes 
for present or past environments. Note that both progressive morphemes in this variety may 
have different shapes (see 2.2), but these allomorphs seem to occur in the same syntactic con-
texts and have the same readings.
•	 Progressive morpheme tite (present reading). (Pratas 2012b)
Context: a young man is telling an episode from his childhood; he once arrived home too late 
because he had been watching a soccer game on tv at the local café, and his father was waiting 
for him, very angry.
(18) Anton,  kuandu M  txga  na kaza,   nha      madrasta  
 so when 1sg  arrive  at house  my        stepmother 
 (M      tava    vive  ma     nha  madrasta       i nha pai)...      nha  madrasta  
 (1sg    tava     live   with   my  stepmother  and my father)...  my   stepmother
 dze-m: 
 tell-1sg
 “Bo  pai  tite     spero-b    la  dentu“.
  your  father   prog   wait-2sg  loc  inside
 ‘So, when I arrived home, my stepmother (I lived with my stepmother and my father)… 
 my stepmother told me: ‘Your father is waiting for you inside.’
•	 Progressive morpheme tita (present reading). (Pratas 2012b)
Context: a basic school teacher speaks about some of the challenges in her profession; in this 
case, she focus on the current relationship between parents and children, as opposed to when 
the mothers used to stay at home.
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(19) Grinhasin, pai  ta  sai,  mai  ta      sai,         anton     es  tita 
    now    father  ta  go.out  mother  ta      go.out,  so      3pl  prog  
 dxa  kargu  di    edukasau    de  ses  fidjus  so  pa  skola.
 leave charge  of    education   of their children only  for  school
 ‘Nowadays, the father goes out, the mother goes out, and so they are leaving all the 
 education of their children to school.’
•	 Progressive morphemes tava ta (past reading).
(20) Onte    di    noti,   kuandu  Joao  txga,  Ana ainda   tava ta    trabalha.
 yesterday  of    night when  Joao  arrive  Ana still      prog      work
 ‘Yesterday evening, when Joao arrived, Ana was still working.’
•	 Progressive morphemes tá te (past reading). (Pratas 2012b)
(21) Kuandu  M  termina  nha  formasau,   N  pasa   
 when 1sg  finish  my  training,     1sg  spend  
 un  anu  sen  trabalhu 
 one  year  without  work 
 purke  nu  tá te  spera  desizau  di  ministeriu di    edukasau.
 because  1pl  prog  wait  decision  of  ministry    of    education
 ‘When I finished my training, I didn’t work for a year because we [me and my 
 colleagues] were waiting for the decision from the ministry of education.’
3.2. Apparent mismatches between forms and meanings
In this subsection I present contexts and sentences, also for both varieties, where we may have an 
apparent mismatch between the morphological markings and the temporal readings – in each 
case, only one of them (morphology or reading) is typically progressive. In these examples, the 
relevant morphemes do not have glosses, for their true meaning will be discussed in section 4.
i.  Progressives with some type of future reading, as was briefly illustrated in (1b).
Note that, for São Vicente, we have ba ‘go’ in these sentences, as in the English construction 
‘I’m going to’. In other words, the full temporal interpretation seems dependent on this verb of 
motion (which is cross-linguistically involved in future readings – Bybee et al. 1994: 267-268). 
These examples were nevertheless included here because this notion conveyed by ba ‘go’ will 
be at stake in my proposal for all of them; as can be seen right now, the English translations for 
all these already include ‘be going to’.
•	 Santiago (Pratas 2007: 42)
(22) Sata txobe  oxi.
 sata rain  today
 ‘It’s raining today.’ but also ‘It is going to rain today.’
•	 Santiago (Pratas 2007: 90)
(23) Parse-m   ma  Suzana sata  kasaba.
 seems-1sg  comp  Suzana  sata  marry:ba
 ‘It seems to me that [at that time] Suzana was going to get married.’
•	 São Vicente (with ‘go’) (Swolkien 2014: 195)
(24) M  tita  ba muda  di káza.
 1sg    tita   go change  of house
 ‘I am going to move to a new house.’
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•	 São Vicente (with ‘go’) (Pratas 2012b)
(25) Nton,  kel  dia    Benfica  tava   te  ba faze  ultimu  jogu  di   kampeonatu.
 so  that day  Benfica  tava     te  go make  last  game  of   championship
 ‘So, on that day Benfica was going to make the last game of the championship.’
ii. Progressive readings with what seems non-progressive morphology, as was briefly illus-
trated in (1c).
•	 Santiago (Pratas 2007: 74)
(26) N  odja  Maria  ta  badja.
 1sg  see  Maria  ta  dance
 ‘I have seen Maria dancing.’
•	 São Vicente
(27) M  uvi  nha  vzinha       ta  kanta  durante  duaz  ora.
 1sg  hear my  neighbour    ta sing  during  two  hour
 ‘I have listened to my neighbour singing for two hours.’
3.3. Puzzling case from São Vicente
In the São Vicente variety, which, as has been said, is younger than the one spoken in Santiago, 
there is an intriguing marker that brings about some further questions: tive or teve, which look 
like reduced forms of the Pretérito Perfeito of estar, the Portuguese auxiliary ‘be’ (stage-level), for 
singular first and third persons, estive and esteve, and then followed by te (possibly a variant of 
ta). To my knowledge, it has never been documented; it was brought to my attention by a Por-
tuguese speaker living in Mindelo14. Let me now illustrate this.
Context: the bilingual child (she speaks Portuguese and Capeverdean, São Vicente variety) wants 
to tell her father that she has already seen this movie which is now showing on tv; she says:
(28) Dja-M  tive  te  oiá  es  filme.
         Dja-1sg tive te  watch  this  movie
 Literally: ‘I already was seeing this movie.’
        Intended meaning: ‘I already saw this movie.’ [a while ago]
My consultants say that they do not know exactly what this tive te means, but the intuition of 
the person who brought this to my attention is that it is used with situations that took place in 
a somewhat distant past. The sentence above shows it in the context of a durative situation, as 
‘see the movie’. My future line of inquiry regarding this will consider that the Portuguese forms 
estive/esteve or tive/teve (oral reduced forms) may be used as a copula, as in Eu estive /tive em 
casa toda a manhã ‘I was home all morning’, or as an auxiliary in a progressive, as in Eu estive /
tive a ler toda a manhã ‘I was reading all morning’15. Note that, in this same variety of São Vicente, 
14 Swolkien registers the homophonous form tive, from the Portuguese simple past of ter ‘have’, but not the ‘tive’ that is at 
stake here.
15 In a prior version of this paper, I called this a ‘perfective progressive’ (see Arche 2014, 2018), and one anonymous reviewer 
observed that “it is not perfectivity (in its aspectual sense) but terminativity that is involved in these [Portuguese] cases”. 
It is true that, according to Smith (1991: 107), when we combine an activity with a perfective viewpoint, we present a 
terminated event: at some arbitrary point, the activity is terminated. But this is not the case here, for nothing is said about 
the termination of the reading activity (which might have continued through the afternoon – we may have a continuation, 
like in São 3h da tarde! Eu estive a ler toda a manhã e ainda estou! Literally: ‘It’s 3pm! I was reading all morning and still am!’). 
Hence, and as I have defended before (Pratas 2012: 81 ft.16, and 2014: 850), what we have here is the closure of an interval 
defined by the durative adverbial toda a manhã ‘all morning’, which must be treated as an argument of the situation itself – 
then, since it has ended, what is closed/bounded is the situation modified by it, not the one expressed by the progressive 
predicate alone. I believe that constructions of this type correspond to the durative reading of the progressive pointed out 
in Bertinetto (2000).
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the past perfect reading of the type proposed for bare dynamic verbs is obtained with another 
suppletive form from Portuguese, tinha ‘had’16; in Santiago the verbal affix -ba is used in theses 
contexts. This contrast is visible in (29):
(29) a.  [...] algen    tinha    jdod    el      fji.        [São Vicente] (Swolkien 2014: 216)
  someone   had       help:part      3sg    run.away
  ‘[…] someone had helped him run away.’
 b.  N  kumeba  pexe   na      djanta.      [Santiago] (Pratas 2014: 849)
     1sg  eat:ba  fish      prep   dinner
     ‘I had eaten fish at dinner [...]’
The sentences in (28) and (29a), from São Vicente, include suppletive forms of Portuguese 
auxiliaries (they are past forms of estar 'be' and ter 'have', respectively). This shows that there is 
here no productive independent marking for tense.
In the next section, I provide a proposal for the typical progressive sentences in both 
Capeverdean varieties, and for the apparent mismatches described in 3.2. I will adopt an 
event-based analysis of the progressive that may account for some apparent non-progressive 
readings of progressive morphology (we shall see that their meaning is part of a progres-
sive reading after all). As for some progressive readings of apparently non-typical progressive 
morphology, the solution looks straightforward for the Capeverdean case, through a novel 
account for the diachrony of ta. A comparative approach to other languages where the imper-
fective occurs in sentences with a progressive meaning will be left for future studies, trying 
to figure out whether a diachronic analysis along these lines also applies, or rather a more 
semantic-centered perspective gives better results – considering, for instance, that the rele-
vant context narrows the meaning of the general imperfective to a more specific progressive 
interpretation.
4. a unIfIed ProPosal for caPeverdean ProgressIves
Analyses of the progressive have been divided into the modal approach (Dowty 1977, 1979, 
Landman 1992, and Portner 1998, among many others), which defines the progressive as an 
operator that modifies the event and involves quantification over possible worlds, and the 
event-structure approach (ter Meulen 1985, Bach 1986, Parsons 1990, and Szabó 2008, among 
many others). The current proposal assumes the latter, in the sense that the progressive is here 
viewed as denoting a part of a situation which exists independently of what happens after TT. 
This means, among other things, that even with telic situations the past progressive does not 
impose any lexical change regarding the culmination, since it only refers to a slice of the situ-
ation prior to the culmination instant (see also Arche 2014, on a similar proposal grounded on 
Spanish data).
The present proposal for Capeverdean progressives consists of three steps, corresponding 
to the next three subsections. In 4.1 we have a complete account of the temporal readings in 
root clauses in both varieties – this involves the extension of the proposal in 2.1 to the variety of 
São Vicente and, in so doing, a brand-new approach to some of the morphemes involved. Then, 
in 4.2 we have a novel proposal for the embedded ta that shows a progressive reading, account-
ing for this through the diachronic path of this morpheme. Finally, the progressive sentences 
with apparent future readings will be analysed in subsection 4.3.  
16 This suppletive form tinha ‘had’ has, in the São Vicente variety, two uses that are equivalent to Portuguese, both Brazilian 
and European: as an auxiliary in past perfect constructions (see example in 29a), and as the past of the main verb ‘have’, for 
possession. But it also has another use that, in Portuguese, only exists in the Brazilian varieties: in past existential construc-
tions, like ka tinha ramed ‘there was no solution’ (adapted from Swolkien 2014: 211).
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4.1. Temporal readings in both varieties: all mood and aspect
With the purpose of better explaining the current analysis of the progressive meaning, we must 
go back to the temporal readings in the language, now extending the previous proposal regard-
ing the Santiago variety to the younger one of São Vicente.
Recall from subsection 2.1 that, regarding the variety spoken in Santiago, we obtain the 
following temporal orderings for root clauses. Aspect: (i) the bare verb form means that T-Sit 
precedes TT – we get a perfect reading; (ii) a progressive morpheme means that T-Sit includes/
coincides with TT. Time reference: (i) when something in the context (linguistic or not) orders 
TU after TT, which is made visible through the suffix -ba, we have a past perfect and a past pro-
gressive reading, respectively; (ii) in the absence of -ba, the coincidence between TT and TU is 
assumed through a pragmatic inference, thus corresponding to a present perfect and a present 
progressive.
Now we can apply this to the São Vicente variety, where there is no -ba, being the past and 
non-past environments associated with different morphemes for the progressive and the ha-
bitual, in the following way (summary from subsection 2.2): non-past progressive – tite or tita; 
past progressive – tava ta, tava te, tá ta, tá te; non-past habitual – ta, te; past habitual – tava, tá.
With all these facts in mind, what follows is a unified proposal for the temporal readings in 
the language.
A. In the absence of any linguistic or extra-linguistic information bringing about a different 
interpretation, the Topic Time (TT) coincides with the Time of Utterance (TU). This is coherent 
with: (i) the proposal of a perfect reading in root clauses with bare verbs, and (ii) the contrast be-
tween these, on the one hand, and the progressives and the habituals, on the other hand. Look 
at the following set of sentences: again, we have a bare form conveying a past event information 
(through a null perfect morpheme) in (30a), a progressive (30b) and a habitual (30c) – given the 
right context, this sentence may have a future reading.
(30) a. N  kume  karni.
  1sg  eat  meat
  ‘I have eaten meat.’
 
 b.  N  sata   /  tita   kume  karni.
  1sg prog (Santiago) / prog (São Vicente) eat  meat
  ‘I am eating meat.’
 
 c.  N  ta  kume  karni.
  1sg ta  eat  meat
  ‘I eat meat.’ / ‘I will eat meat.’
Contrasts such as (30) were used elsewhere to defend that modern ta has a complex modal/
quantificational function (Pratas 2010, 2012a), and, as such, ta was not included in the temporal 
analysis for Santiago presented in 2.1, which was focused on other distinctions. Under a very 
specific perspective, however, this needs no longer be the case. Going straight to the point, my 
current take on modern ta uses Comrie’s (1985: 45) definition of irrealis:
[…] some languages have a basic modal distinction between realis and irrealis, where realis refers to situa-
tions that have actually taken place or are actually taking place, while irrealis is used for more hypothetical 
situations, including situations that represent inductive generalisations, and also predictions, including also 
predictions about the future.
The assumption here is, thus, that Capeverdean ta is associated with the irrealis mood, oc-
curring in future and hypothetical meanings, and also in habituals (see Suzuki 1994 for a similar 
proposal), which can be viewed as “inductive generalizations”. Under this view, all the meanings 
of Santiago ta in root clauses are nicely accounted for: habituals (past and present) and future or 
conditionals (including counterfactuals). Thus, ta is not a tense marker, meaning non-past, as was 
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proposed in Silva (1985), since it also occurs in past constructions in Santiago. This was well not-
ed in Baptista (2002). But Baptista, on the other hand, proposes that ta also marks realis mood, 
and with this she means habituals (Baptista 2002: 79-80). Just to make things very clear, ta in 
root clauses never marks realis, in Comrie’s sense. For realis in this sense – of “situations that have 
actually taken place or are actually taking place” –, we have the perfect and the progressive17.
Therefore, going back to the ordering between TT and TU, which in Klein’s model defines 
time reference, we have again the same relation of coincidence for all the root clauses in (30). 
The different temporal interpretations are entirely derived from other features (aspectual, for 
the perfect and the progressive, and modal, for the habitual): in the perfect, T-Sit precedes TT, 
hence the situation has occurred before TU (this is why it is interpreted as past); as for the habit-
ual and the progressive, T-Sit includes TT, which means that it also includes TU (and thus the sit-
uation is interpreted as present). Note that there are more subtle differences between these two 
(progressive and habitual), which lie in the specific nature of the relation between T-Sit and TT: in 
the progressive, we have an ongoing dynamic situation at TT; in the habitual, what is coincident 
with TT is a situation presented as a kind of property/generalization, not any specific instance 
of eating meat (see Comrie 1985: 39). Finally, in certain contexts, the irrealis mood allows for 
the situation to be presented as hypothetical (with different degrees of commitment from the 
speaker); T-Sit is after TT and TU, which corresponds to a future interpretation.
B. Since the past versions of these constructions always need a context (linguistic or extra-lin-
guistic) that locates TU after TT, the main function of the morphemes that are associated with past 
perfects, past habituals and past progressives could be said to be marking tense (and this has 
been assumed in Pratas 2010, 2012a, 2014 for Santiago -ba). They are, however, better analysed 
as a type of temporal agreement/concord markers, licensed by the time reference brought about 
by the context. The syntax of the functional categories involved is left for future research, as well 
as the syntactic relation of these morphemes with any temporal adverbs that occur in the sen-
tence. For the current purposes, I add some notes on the distributional properties of these overt 
morphemes (-ba for Santiago; the more complex tava or tá for São Vicente) which can help better 
account for their nature as temporal agreement/concord rather than purely tense morphemes:
i. they may also occur at least in one type of constructions that do not have a past reading: 
some conditionals. It is true that, in these cases, they can be analysed as a ‘fake tense’, 
as they have been in Pratas (2010), following the proposal in Iatridou (2000) for Modern 
Greek. As Smith also puts is, “in certain contexts, a tense has atemporal meanings – most 
clearly perhaps in conditional sentences. Past tense is often associated with non-actual, 
irrealis, and distanced meanings” (Smith 2007: 421, ft.4). But then a question arises: what 
would be the point of insisting that a morpheme marks tense (which, within the current 
analysis, strictly refers to the relation between TT and TU) only to dismiss this contribu-
tion as ‘fake tense’ or ‘atemporal meaning’?
ii. in Santiago, postverbal -ba may be repeated in the same root indicative clause (occur-
ring with two verbs, the second being most probably an equivalent to a non-finite form), 
as in N kreba serba veterinario ‘I want:ba be:ba vet’. Our intuitions about the different con-
17 There is an ongoing debate about the contrast between realis and irrealis and how this divide may apply cross-linguis-
tically. For the current purposes, however, it does not seem problematic to establish a relation between, on the one hand, 
a set of temporal meanings that includes conditionals, counterfactuals, futures and habituals, and, on the other hand, the 
irrealis mood. Besides this being in line with Comrie’s definitions, as said above, it is coherent with other authors’ proposals 
in this respect. In their paper about Yurakaré, an unclassified language of central Bolivia, van Gijn / Gipper (2009) point 
out that, in some languages, like the one they are studying, the habitual is also part of the irrealis category. They mention 
“Givón’s (1994: 270) observation that both habitual and irrealis are temporally non-specific”, further elaborating that Givón 
(1994) considers “the habitual to be of hybrid modality, combining realis features (actual occurrence) with irrealis features 
(non-referential and temporally unspecific)” (van Gijn / Gipper 2009: 172-174). They also point out that other authors have 
found other correlations, mainly between irrealis and the imperfective aspect, of which the habitual is a subcategory. Given 
these observations and the fact that those temporal constructions involve ta in Capeverdean (always ta in Santiago; ta or 
tava / tá in São Vicente), a natural conclusion, for now, is that in these contexts this morpheme signals irrealis mood, not 
tense or aspect.
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tributions of these two -ba’s can be captured if we say that the higher -ba, on the ‘wish’ 
verb, is licensed by the time reference provided by the context (this utterance is part of a 
narrative), and the second -ba is a temporal agreement/concord morpheme controlled 
by the higher -ba. As a side note: any speculations that this lower -ba might be a type 
of subjunctive marker are contradicted by the fact that, according to Palmer (2006; see 
also Matthewson 2010), subjunctive markers in Indo-European languages are not inde-
pendent from person and number agreement paradigms – which do not exist in Cape-
verdean; therefore, a single subjunctive morpheme would be here typologically odd.
iii. in São Vicente, tava or its allomorph tá present even more difficulties regarding a strict 
tense marker analysis, since there is no such element independent of aspect or mood 
morphemes (see next subsection); moreover, these forms have a more limited distribu-
tion regarding past time contexts: they do not occur in past perfect constructions, which 
are in this variety of the type tinha + some form corresponding to a participle, like skrivid 
‘writen’ or oiod ‘seen’; and they do not modify some statives either, which, in the context 
of a past time reference, always resort to other suppletive forms from Portuguese, like 
sabia ‘knew’ (Santiago: sabeba) or pudia ‘could’ (Santiago: podeba).
For all these semantic and distributional reasons, the less specific account of these various 
allomorphs as temporal agreement/concord is certainly the most adequate at this point.
In Tables 2 and 3 we have, for the two varieties, the different temporal interpretations con-
nected with the mood and the aspect morphemes in simple root clauses. While the description 
regarding aspect follows the previous proposal that was summarized in 2.1, the current analysis 
of the values for ta is different from any previous explanation, in that it now accounts for all its 
occurrences (see next subsection).
realis irrealis
perfect progressive habitual or prospective
TU coincides 
with TT
V
(present perfect)
sata V
(present progressive)
ta V
(present habitual or future)
TU is after TT
(provided by the 
context)
V-ba
(past perfect)
sata V-ba
(past progressive)
ta V-ba
(past habitual or conditional)
Table 2. In Santiago: mood and aspect values, also with the temporal agreement/concord -ba
realis irrealis
perfect progressive habitual or prospective
TU coincides 
with TT
V
(present perfect)
tita/tite V
(present progressive)
ta or te V
(present habitual or future)
TU is after TT
(provided by the 
context)
tinha V
(past perfect)
tava or tá + 
ta or te V
(past progressive)
tava or tá V
(past habitual or conditional)
Table 3. In São Vicente: mood and aspect values, also with the temporal agreement/concord tava/tá
We may then conclude that the language has no specific grammatical form for marking 
tense, since there is an opposition that is strictly of mood (realis vs. irrealis) and, within the realis 
mood, there is an aspectual opposition between the perfect and the progressive. We have in fact 
specific morphemes associated with the past-shifted versions of these mood and aspect mean-
ings, but they look like temporal agreement/concord morphemes rather than tense. In other 
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words, we may have TU after TT, but there are various constructions where there is no exact 
match between this ordering – past time reference –, on the one hand, and these morphemes, 
on the other hand, as was pointed out in B, above.
Tables 2 and 3 only apply to simple root clauses, for other types of clauses have specificities of 
their own – and these more complex contexts is where the subtleties of these mood and aspect 
morphemes become more visible. Among these cases are the embedded verbs mentioned in B(ii), 
which may have, in Santiago, the verbal affix -ba. Another case is the embedded clauses marked 
by ta, and this is common to both varieties. This embedded ta is the topic of the next subsection.
4.2. The diachronic path of ta: a result of the progressive cycle
Previous studies have acknowledged the progressive value of Capeverdean ta “in some embed-
ded contexts which look like non-finite environments”, yielding simultaneity with respect to the 
Topic Time – the one established in the matrix clause (Pratas 2007: 41-42). We have seen exam-
ples in (26) and (27), and the sentence in (31) illustrates this too:
(31) N  odja-u  ta  fuma.
 1sg  see-2sg  ta  smoke
 ‘I have seen you smoking.’ 
Trying to find a diachronic account for the fact that ta, mostly known as participating in ha-
bituals, also appears in these progressive clauses, Jacobs (2011) establishes a relation between 
this progressive use of Capeverdean ta in embedded contexts and the well-known progressive 
marker ta in Papiamentu. Papiamentu is also a Portuguese-based Creole in the Atlantic and 
is believed to have the same origin as Capeverdean and the Guinea Bissau Creole, namely a 
proto-Creole which emerged in Santiago in the 15th century and later migrated to the African 
continent and to the Caribbean. Furthermore, the author proposes that ta started “as a general 
imperfective marker ([+habitual, +progressive])” and that “[gradually], alternative periphrastic 
progressives would then come to absorb an important part of progressive aspect in [Capever-
dean]” (Jacobs 2011: 328). He also refers to the observation in Kihm (1994) that “in some previous 
stage of the language, ta covered the whole field of the imperfective” (Kihm 1994: 92).
My current proposal for the diachrony of Capeverdean ta is more radical: it started in progres-
sive constructions and was subject to a complete progressive cycle. The progressive to general 
imperfective path is a well-known phenomenon at the morphological and the semantic levels 
(Dahl 1985, Bybee / Dahl 1989, Bybee et al. 1994, Deo 2015, among others). It roughly consists of 
the following steps: progressive markers emerge in languages often in the form of periphrastic 
expressions; they later undergo a process of grammaticalization and generalize their use to less 
specific imperfective contexts; new progressive markers emerge to fill the gap left by this shift 
of the previous marker to a general imperfective. Therefore, my take is that ta started as a pro-
gressive marker, from the Portuguese reduced form of está, the third person singular of estar 
‘be (stage-level)’18. This is in line with Schuchardt’s (1882: 911, translated in Hagemeijer / Holm 
2008) observation that, “originally”, Capeverdean N ta da means, in Portuguese, eu estou dando 
or eu estou a dar ‘I am giving’, a meaning that has later “blurred to eu dou” ‘I give’ (adapted from 
Hagemeijer / Holm 2008: 148). Hence it underwent a process of grammaticalization, generalizing 
its use to a general imperfective meaning, which includes habituals. Under this view, the value 
of ta as a general imperfective corresponds to an intermediate stage, not the beginning, as was 
proposed in Kihm (1994) and Jacobs (2011) – note that the grammaticalization process goes from 
progressive to imperfective, not the other way around. The need to keep the progressive mean-
ing clearly marked then got this morpheme some reinforcement, adding a new word before it, 
typically a locative auxiliary. In Santiago, another periphrastic construction was thus obtained: sta 
18 As was said earlier, it is not relevant whether the following non-finite verb form was a + infinitive or a gerund, according 
to the Portuguese variety at stake; only this reduced form of estar, tá, is important here.
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ta, with sta being a true auxiliary, as was said above – it may be marked by preverbal ta (in habit-
uals) and affixed by -ba, and adverbs like so ‘only’ or sempri ‘always’ may appear between sta and 
the embedded ta, as in (32a). Moreover, as is typical of auxiliaries, in different contexts sta can be 
a main verb, in this case a copula, in stage-level predicate constructions (32b) (Pratas 2007: 64).
(32) a. Maria  ta  staba  sempri  ta  laba  mo.
  Maria  ta  be:ba always  ta  wash  hand
  ‘Maria was always washing (her) hands.’
 b. Juau  sta  duenti.
  Juau be sick
  ‘Juau is sick.’ 
Later on, it seems that this locative auxiliary sta got, in some places, reduced to sa, and here 
we get the most widespread of the current non-periphrastic progressive forms in that island 
– note that sa does not obey any of the diagnostics for being an auxiliary illustrated in (32): it 
cannot be marked by other morphemes, it cannot be separated from the following ta, and it 
does not occur on its own in copular constructions (Pratas 2007: 64)19.
In what is still a pure speculative hypothesis to be explored in upcoming historical studies, 
it is possible that ta was at some intermediate stage of this diachronic path during its migration 
to São Vicente, where the first stable communities settled in the beginning of the 19th century. 
This might explain the different reinforcement for the progressive that developed in this variety: 
ti rather than sta/sa. This hypothesis gains some strength with the fact that there are other mor-
phemes preceding ta in progressive constructions for other varieties, like in ata or aita, in other 
villages in the inland of Santiago. The dialectal variants of this reinforcement morpheme will, in a 
near future, be analysed under the approach that functional categories are the locus of linguistic 
variation (see the conjecture Borer-Chomsky, as formulated in Baker 2008, from Borer 1984 and 
Chomsky 2001; Adger / Smith 2010, Fábregas et al. 2015, among many others).
Given this diachronic path of ta, its progressive meaning in the embedded contexts pointed 
out above does not come as a surprise20. I propose that, in these embedded cases, ta has pre-
served, in both varieties, its progressive value, and this may be so for two reasons: (i) there is no 
ambiguity requiring the reinforcement of the progressive: within the scope of a perceptive verb 
like ‘see’ or ‘listen’, the requirement of an unfolding event is intuitive enough for the imperfec-
tive meaning of ta to be narrowed accordingly – in other words, for any habitual reading to be 
excluded; (ii) in these embedded contexts, the relation between T-Sit and TT is defined by the 
semantics of the matrix clause rather than by a locative morpheme; thus, diachronically, a word 
with this exclusive contribution was never inserted here21.
At this point, some notes are required about two facts that, among the two varieties under 
study here, are specific to São Vicente. One is that the morpheme associated with habituals in 
the past is tava (or tá), and another is that the combination associated with the progressive in 
the past is tava (or tá) + ta (or te). This could lead us to the hypothesis that this tava is a locative 
auxiliary inflected for past (which would be a reason to resume the discussion about true tense 
morphemes – the case would be that an auxiliary ta was marked for past with -va, which would 
have the phonological effect of lowering its vowel; then, this effect would be preserved in the re-
duced form, tá). This would not be coherent, however, with the distributional properties of tava/
tá, which behaves as a bound morpheme as much as ti, in the present progressive tita or tite. In 
fact, when we need a true periphrastic form, then stod is required. This word, which seems a lo-
19 It is interesting, however, that sá is still attested as a predicative and locative copula in Casamancese Creole (http://apics 
online.info/surveys/34), another language that is argued to have originated from the proto-creole born in Santiago (Jacobs 
2010 and references therein).
20 In the same fashion, it might account for any other cases of ta still occurring in root progressive constructions, if these are 
safely attested in the future.
21 Note that this embedded ta cannot be an instance of an irrealis mood marker, as was argued above for it in root clauses, 
since the situation is here understood as being “actually taking place”.
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cal participial form of the correspondent Portuguese auxiliary – in Portuguese, this participle is 
estado –, has been analysed as having “an idiosyncratic form and behaviour. On [the] one hand, 
its form resembles participles, but on the other it behaves as a main verb” (Swolkien 2014: 250). 
As a copula, it appears translated as ‘to be’ in Swolkien (2014), but I believe that ‘to turn’, ‘to get’, 
'to become' or ‘to stay’ are better translations, since they capture this type of eventive/resultative 
meaning. These copula contexts are illustrated in (33) (Pratas 2012b).
 
(33) a.  Kuandu  M  txga  na    liseu…,  bo  sabe,  
  when  1sg  arrive   at    highschool,  2sg  know,  
  bo  ta  stod  mas  grandi…
  2sg  ta stod  more  big
   ‘When I entered high school…, you know, you become more grown up…’
   
 b.  Un  ves,  pais  tá  stod  na  kaza,   
  one  time  parents  tá  stod  in  house,  
  ta  kuida     di fidju…
  ta  take.care    of child
  ‘In the old days, parents used to stay at home, taking care of their children…’
As an auxiliary, stod is obligatory in some progressive constructions: when the progressive 
is within the scope of a modal (34a); when the progressive is within the scope of the mood mor-
pheme ta or tá (habituals in the present, 34b, or in the past, 34c); here, the speaker may include 
some adverbials or quantifiers (34d) (this is equivalent to 32a, from Santiago). In these cases, the 
verb that is the complement of this auxiliary is, as expected, obligatorily preceded by ta or te, 
which is part of the progressive construction.
(34) a.  El  deve  stod  ta  bisti.
  3sg  must  stod  ta  dress
  ‘He must be getting dressed.’
  
 b.  Nunka  no    ta  stod  ta  trabaia kond  el  ta  txga.
  never  1pl    ta  stod  ta  work    when  3sg  ta  arrive
  ‘We are never working when he [our boss] arrives.’
 c.  Semana  interu  el  tá  stod  ta  
  week  entire  3sg  tá stod  ta  
  trabalha  ti  tarde.
    work  until  late
  ‘He was working until late the whole week.’
 d.  El        ta     stod  sempre    te    skese    nome de     ses     netu.
      3sg     ta     stod  always     te     forget   name of      her:pl    grandchild
     ‘She is always forgetting the names of her grandchildren.’
Therefore, and in conformity with the above line of inquiry, it seems straightforward to 
assume that, since there is no postverbal -ba in this variety (for some reason which needs a 
dedicated investigation), somewhere along the diachronic change of ta a specific morpheme 
emerged to reinforce the progressive in the past (ti or te fulfil this function in the present); by 
analogy with the Portuguese first and third persons singular, past imperfective of estar, which 
is estava and has an oral reduced form tava, this Capeverdean tava developed both as a mood 
marker (on its own, in habituals) and as the reinforcement of progressives (thus followed by ta or 
te), providing agreement/concord with past environments, but appearing also in conditionals, 
as was pointed out in B(i), in subsection 4.1.
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In this subsection, I have advanced a brand-new integrated analysis of preverbal ta that 
accounts for: (i) all the occurrences of this morpheme in both varieties – even if in Santiago its 
use extends to past habituals and conditionals, and in São Vicente these are reserved for tava 
or tá; (ii) the dialectal variation in the current progressive markers, which result from a complete 
progressive cycle.
4.3. They are progressives after all
As we have seen in 3.2, another apparent mismatch in Capeverdean regards the future read-
ing of sentences with progressive morphology. This looks less intriguing for the cases from São 
Vicente with the auxiliary ba ‘go’, a verb of motion that is often included in future construc-
tions cross-linguistically. But it may be quite puzzling for the simple form sata V, in the Santiago 
sentences. In this subsection I begin to explore a semantic account for this that might also be 
helpful to similar cases in other languages, such as the English sentence ‘I’m leaving (tomorrow)’.
The notion of the progressive as describing an ongoing situation at Topic Time is connected 
with the different intuitions about what an 'ongoing situation' really means. I will not get into 
the details of the so-called “imperfective paradox” (Dowty 1977), which involves the (in)comple-
tion of telic situations in past progressives – in this respect, I will only refer the reader to Smith 
(1997), who, among others, does not see anything paradoxical in the combination of a progres-
sive with a telic situation, since “[one] does not have to know the outcome of a particular event 
to know” that it is telic (or atelic) (Smith 1997: 96). Therefore, for one type of telic and for atelic 
situations (accomplishments and activities, respectively), the progressive is here interpreted as 
referring to their stage at TT; this means that, in the case of accomplishments, there is no need 
to postulate anything about the culmination part. As Arche (2014) puts it, “[with] heterogene-
ous predicates in the progressive, a part of the event is understood as instantiated. It is not that 
the predicate becomes homogeneous; a part of it is understood as having occurred, as other 
authors have also pointed out (e.g., Verkuyl 1999)” (Arche 2014: 799-800). As for achievements, 
which are defined as having no activity part – they involve time instants (Vendler 1957: 149) –, I 
defend that the use of the progressive does not need to convert them into accomplishments; we 
may interpret the progressive as referring to a precursory stage that is not a part of the achieve-
ment situation itself. In this case, the Time of Situation is interpreted somewhere within the 
natural continuation of this precursory stage.
In this line of reasoning, I propose that we account for the future readings with progressive 
morphology combined with all situation types by assuming that, at TT, which in this case is 
coincident with TU, there is some precursory stage of the type just proposed for achievements. 
This precursory stage means that if I say, for instance, N sata txiga oitu ora ‘I’m arriving at 8h’, 
there is something already happening that I believe will contribute for me to arrive at 8h (either 
I am already in motion or some other committed preliminary action is taking place). This might 
be the same for sentences like ‘I’m leaving’, in English: someone who says this believes them-
selves to be somehow already committed with the act of leaving, even if it is only a question of 
having decided to do so. When we have a future marked by a verb of motion like ba ‘go’ in the 
progressive (see example (24), from São Vicente), this meaning of a precursory stage external 
to the structure of the situation denoted by the predicate is more visible – ‘I’m going’ does not 
necessarily mean that I am moving geographically, but that I am moving on an imaginary line 
representing a course of events that will lead to the situation denoted by the predicate. Just one 
more note about volition: this future interpretation of the progressive does not imply a subject 
with a specific attitude; it may be so, with some predicates, but it may also be the case that there 
is no subject. Observe the sentence in (22), here repeated as (35), which may have a future inter-
pretation of the progressive with a verb that has no subject.
(35) Sata txobe  oxi.
 sata rain  today
 ‘It’s raining today.’ but also ‘It is going to rain today.’
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This is important to show that the precursory stage involved in this interpretation may be 
connected only with the signs that are observable by the speaker, or the information that they 
get from the forecast news – in any case, there is the intuition that something is already happen-
ing that will, with a great level of confidence, lead to the future situation. Table 4 shows these 
possible temporal readings regarding the situation denoted by the predicate with present pro-
gressive morphology (in which the Topic Time, TT, includes/coincides with the time of utterance, 
TU) with each event type.
activities accomplishments achievements
activity part of the situation
T-Sit
simultaneous with TT 
(and TU) = present
T-Sit
simultaneous with TT 
(and TU) = present
*
precursory stage (leading to the 
situation denoted by the predi-
cate, but not part of it)
T-Sit after TT (and TU) 
= future
T-Sit after TT (and TU) 
= future
T-Sit after TT (and 
TU) = future
Table 4. Location of T-Sit (Time of Situation) for different event types and present progressive morphology
As we can see here, for activities and accomplishments both an activity part and a precurso-
ry stage are available, while only the precursory stage is available for achievements, for there is 
no activity part within their structure. For every situation type, the availability of a future reading 
must obey two requirements: (i) the adequate context that allows for this marked interpretation 
– through time adverbials or the time reference induced by another clause (as in the sentence 
made famous by Culicover / Jackendoff (1997: 195), for other reasons: ‘you drink one more can 
of beer and I’m leaving’), and (ii) the pragmatic conditions that make them possible, namely the 
inferences about a degree of commitment/evidence that most certainly will lead to the referred 
situation in a future time.
Among the open questions to be addressed in further developments of this analysis, one 
concerns this relation between a progressive aspect – which belongs to realis mood – and a 
prospective interpretation – which has been argued here to belong to irrealis mood. The solu-
tion to this will have to find more arguments in favour of the temporal interpretation (present: 
TU=TT) as being anchored on the precursory stage, which is presented as unfolding (progres-
sive aspect), leaving the irrealis mood as a feature which is inherent to the prospective situation 
denoted by the predicate (T-Sit after TT). 
5. conclusIon and oPen questIons
Within the specific scope of the current exploratory study, a novel proposal has been advanced 
regarding the apparent mismatches between progressive readings and progressive morpholo-
gy in two varieties of Capeverdean. This proposal has two steps:
(a) the superficially different forms that mark the progressive (one of them in root clauses 
and the other in some embedded causes) have a unifying diachronic path, involving the pre-
verbal marker ta: this morpheme underwent a complete progressive cycle, which means that it 
started as a progressive marker, then generalized its use to habituals, and was later reinforced in 
progressive contexts (subsection 4.2);
(b) if we frame the temporal meaning of the progressive somewhat differently, including the 
possibility of its connection with a precursory stage, we account for the fact that some present 
progressives allow for a future interpretation of the situation denoted by the predicate (4.3).
An additional contribution of the current discussion concerns the expression of time refer-
ence in natural language, namely that the past, present or future meaning of a sentence may be 
attained without any dedicated tense morphemes. This occurs in Capeverdean in the following 
way: there is a distinction that is strictly of mood (realis vs. irrealis) and, within the realis mood, 
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there is an aspectual distinction between the perfect and the progressive. We have in fact spe-
cific elements associated with the past-shifted versions of these mood and aspect meanings, 
but they behave like temporal agreement/concord morphemes rather than strict tense markers.
As was pointed out at different stages of this article, there are significant points left for future 
research. One of these concerns the syntactic structure that emerges from the current proposal 
on the construction of time reference in Capeverdean. Namely, what is the relation between 
mood and aspect? Moreover, do we need a Tense Phrase (TP) to accommodate the time refer-
ence (semantics) at stake in each sentence, even though this is obtained without any functional 
elements whose precise function is to mark grammatical tense (morphology)? And where do we 
locate the less specific temporal agreement/concord morphemes? If there is no TP, is the func-
tional structure of the sentence headed by IP, Inflection Phrase, similarly to what is proposed in 
Ritter / Wiltschko (2014) for different native languages  of America? The authors argue that Infl 
is indeed the universal category responsible for anchoring the event on the uttering situation. 
This needs to be investigated for this Portuguese-based Creole, through a careful analysis of a 
large corpus of oral data.
Still regarding the syntax of these constructions, it will be interesting to analyse the variation 
that we find, especially the one concerning ta V-ba in Santiago in contrast with tava/tá V in São 
Vicente. Among the points of micro-variation that mark these two dialects, this one is particu-
larly fascinating, for these morphemes have some different distributional properties. Besides an 
extensive description of their features and restrictions, they will be analysed under the approach 
known as the conjecture Borer-Chomsky (Baker 2008), according to which functional categories 
are the locus of linguistic variation. 
Other issues that are left for future investigation were not even mentioned here but are quite 
stimulating just the same. They fall within the scope of sociolinguistics and will be addressed 
in future work, following interviews and inquiries specifically planned for this purpose: (i) the 
true distribution of the variants described above; (ii) the existence of intra-individual variation; 
and (iii) any extra-linguistic factors, such as different linguistic attitudes, involved in the choices 
made by the speakers, for some of these options may seem closer to European Portuguese, the 
language of the colonizer.
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